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ABOUT LIFT
LIFT LIFESTYLE has been involved in outdoor furniture / lifestyle products development and sourcing services
since 2003 with our head office based in Hong Kong. We provide a variety of modern outdoor lifestyle products
and related services for clients in Europe, North America, Australia and throughout the world. We also have
extensive experience in serving the hospitality industry in Asia.
At LIFT, we are highly experienced in handling export orders worldwide and assisting our clients with project work
from small balconies to outdoor areas of international hotels.
After 11 years of development, LIFT continues to offer you an extensive collection of outdoor furniture, conceived
by innovative designs and made by skilled craftsmen to the highest standards. Combining the pleasures of
comfort without sacrificing practicality and offering custom-made services for designs and sizes in a style that
reflects your unique sense of style and needs.
The materials we use at LIFT, like the designs we employ, are both classic and contemporary. We continue to break
design boundaries in the use of any different fine materials including glass, stainless steels, all weather weave,
textilene, fabric, HPL, and plastic. Our designs surpass the criteria for furniture destined for outdoors.
Being a forward and dynamic company, our drive is excellence in design, attention to details in manufacturing and
service, consistency in every aspect of product design. That's how our reputation is built – QUALITY & RELIABILITY.
At LIFT, we offer advice, service and specialised delivery of truly inspirational furniture and equipment for outdoor
living.
This catalogue is an introduction to our product lines and features just some of the outdoor furniture /
equipments we have. We hope you enjoy seeing our work as much as we enjoyed producing it. Life Is Freaking
Terrific!
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Ударопрочность
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устойчивость к грубому обращению

Cherry 0077

Bamboo dark 0150

nut 0201

noyer 0202

Club Line 0204

Odense 0205

Fabrics & Cushions
Термостойкость
краткосрочный до 180 °C,
долгосрочный до 90 °C
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MATERIALS
The materials used in the manufacture of Lift Lifestyle collections are carefully selected to meet the highest
quality standards producing high utility furniture for all weather use.
• Ease to Maintain • UV resistant • Mould resistant • Water resistant • Cold resistant • Flexible & comfortable

We are proud of our traditions but continue to break design boundaries with the innovative use of 304 grade Stainless
Steel, the industry standard for outdoor products. We use stainless steel fittings to give you reliability as well as comfort and
style and use stainless steel widely across our contemporary designs. We also value high-grade Aluminum for its strength,
low weight and its resistance to corrosion and have incorporated it in a number of our collections.

Our extensive All Weather Weaving fiber is a synthetic, highly flexible, tensile strength polyethylene. It is made of HPDE, a
100% recyclable, non-toxic and highly durable material which are natural to the touch, tear resistant, UV resistant, weather
resistant and extremely durable. We also offer VIRO® and REHAU® in a wide choice of colours, treated in an extrusion
process which creates a synthetic fibre completely coloured throughout.

We continue to incorporate BATYLINE®, a polyester fibre which is PVC coated and then woven to create an exceptional
fabric – the perfect material for seats and loungers. BATYLINE® is the creator and manufacturer of composite fabrics for
interior and exterior furniture. Through the Précontraint® Ferrari® technology, the fabrics provides unparalleled dimensional
stability and tear resistance. BATYLINE® also makes all the difference when it comes to resistance to UV radiation, resistance
to mould, and exceptional robustness. Furniture covered with BATYLINE® dries quickly, remains cool even under the hot
sun, and combines comfort, aesthetic appeal and trouble-free care.

Totally outdoor, we have looked into the tiniest details – Quick Dry form®, YKK® zippers, Gore Tenara® threads, that we
are able to offer the best warranties in the industry. Quick Dry form® is produced with a special process called "Hydroblast Reticulation". Unlike Non-reticulated normal foam, Reticulation Foam has large open pores, which permit maximum
water drainage and air circulation, hence allowing for quick drying and usage even after being soaked. Quick Dry form® is
also treated with UREGARD for anti-microbial protection. It prohibits the growth of common moulds and fungus inside the
cushion, even when left outside for an extended period of time.

We provide comfortable plush and soft cushions in colours that is as specific as it can get. Brilliant colours for umbrella
covers, cushions, pillows, beanbags and sofas with colourful and unparalleled outdoor performance of Sunbrella® fabrics.
Sunbrella® has been the leader in performance fabrics. Sunbrella® fabrics are water repellent, stain resistant, and fade
resistant even over an extended period of time. Sunbrella® fabric is created by a unique process that adds colored
pigments during fiber production. The color is locked into the fiber and lasts as long as the fabric does, resisting fading
from UV rays, chlorine, salt water and washing, yet are easy to clean with mild soapy water. The quality of Sunbrella® fabrics
ensures you will enjoy it for a long time, as they are designed not only to look good, but also to withstand the elements of
life.

We put a great deal of work into our furniture so that only the minimum of maintenance is required by you. However a little
regular TLC will ensure your furniture still looks good even after many years of outdoor use.
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CHAIRS

LORNE

GABY

COLMA

BREEZE

FEZ

SICNAR
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HEBE

BATTIS

OMA

VENTURA Dining Collection
Each piece has a bronze powder coated aluminum frame covered with Viro wicker weave in a granite finish with caramel tones, Dining table
seats up to 8, café table seats up to 4.

900
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1100

LILY
Dining
Collection
VANITY
Dining
Collection
An imposing dining table with a grand feeling and a modern edginess. Sharp lines define its design using premium grade recycled wood,
accompanied by beautiful softly curved woven armchairs.

MIMOSA

LILY

SHELBY

770

2000
1000
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SHELBY

ALCAZA Dining Collection
Exclusively woven in natural shades of Taupe, the neat classic styling is the perfect outdoor dining table and chair, large yet intimate.

VANILLE Dining Collection
A new, fresh and modern collection designed with the urban garden or roof terrace in mind, the panic table is a contemporary version with
spacious integral benches. The Vanille gives a bold, clean look finished in super smooth powder coated aluminium.
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LORNE Dining Collection
Contemporary and sleek design combining the latest innovation in outdoor surface glass, stainless steel and BATYLINE fabric.

HAVANA Dining Collection
Angular design combining Teak and Stainless steel to give a contemporary feel. Square table available.
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SEBO Dining Collection
Sebo table is robust and imposing table of generous proportions. Made exclusively of reclaimed teak combined with contemporary stainless steel.

EMPEROR Dining Collection
The ingenious compact design of the Emperor dining sets provide a unique modern feel to the outdoor space.
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EISO Bar Set Collection
Contemporary minimalist style with stainless steel frame, table surface in scratch-proof glass. High bar chair in BATYLINE fabric.

450

450

720

800

1090

1500

LUX Bar Set Collection
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LARK Bistro Collection
Flip-top table crafted of aluminum with stainless steel base. Light-weight mesh fabric chairs for easy stacking and manoeuvrability.

NEIGHBOR Bistro Collection
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MOKIE Sofa Collection
Clean lines and generous proportions define this luxurious modular collection. Indivual elements maybe configured to fit unlimited
combinations and suit any requirement.
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HAMPTONS Sofa Collection
HAMPTONS contemporary design features a large scale basket weave coupled with a matching scaled aluminum frame. In addition, what makes
this sofa special, is that all the arms & backs are removable offers more arrangement options. Designers have countless fabric & frame colour
options to choose from.
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PALACE Sofa Collection
Palace is an imaginative and versatile sofa set specifically created for a contemporary design. It can be easily adapted to the various
spaces and layouts of a home's living area
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CUBIQUE Sofa Collection
This sleek modular sofa system is made from high-performance outdoor fabric and has the feel of a luxury indoor sofa with the durability and
strength to withstand the elements. The innovative material is woven from marine strength solution-dyed synthetic fibers, specially designed for
use outdoors. Natural to the touch, UV fade resistant and treated to be water, soil and stain repellent.

WAVE Sofa Collection
WAVE is both functional with the table arm extensions & perfect example of the use of mixed materials that softens the look with the use of teak
elements of coordinating tables. In addition to multiple frame colours & fabric options, designers can choose from the synthetic teak or original
teak.
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PERSONA Sofa Collection
Persona modular sofa is as simple as it is grand. With a distinctive curve design this collection is modern in style using beautifully
crafted teak. The elegant and curve lines combined with high performance materials allow you to enjoy your garden in comfort.

680

887

1074

Ø400

Ø300

320

320

Ø550

320

BUENOS Sofa Collection
Buenos, contemporary outdoor sofa collections creates a fascinating seating with a modern designs and refined acrylic material. A
beautifully crafted furniture piece toenhance your feeling of cosiness and comfort while enjoying your outdoor living.
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PANNA Bistro Collection
PANNA utilizes a large scale diagonal fabric strap & cross weaving technique that is available in single or multi colour options that stretch over an
aluminum frame.

720

450

450

PLUME Day Bed Collection
Relax and un-wind on the classic Plume daybed. Curve lines and generous proportions define the luxurious half moon shape modular
collection and the daybed is designed to stand alone as a chaise. Match a half moon shape foot stool for lounging.
1440

830

400

800
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NAPA Day Bed Collection
Double daybed constructed from stainless-steel and VIRO Synthetic rattan retro-Californian design. The Napa day bed is an ultra cool choice for
comfortable modern outdoor living. Fully modular with Left and Right daybed option.

ISLAND Day Bed Collection
Large oval sofa Island, there is enough room to be cosy, stargaze or enjoy the sunshine together.
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ROMA Sun Lounger Collection

PALACE Sun Lounger Collection
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JULES Sun Lounger Collection

HATTON Sun Lounger Collection
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Resin Table Tops

design | design

holz | wood

holz | wood

Столешницы
Klassisch oder verspielt

Classic or playful

made in austria

Classic surfaces inspired by nature, or
contemporary and modern. You decide which look
and decor fits your requirements.

Klassische, von der Natur inspirierte, oder
zeitgemäß moderne Oberflächen. Sie entscheiden,
welches Dekor und Muster zu Ihren Ansprüchen
passt.

Natürlich gewachsen

Classic or playful

Lebendigkeit und Wärme, sinnlich und
formschön. Mit unseren Holzdekoren wird es
behaglich am Tisch.

Liveliness an warmth, sensual and attractive.
Our wood decors for a cosy table environment.

anthracite 0074

etain 0002

Beech Light 0019

Wenge 0106

stein I stone

holz | wood

uni I uni

Stylish confident
and modern

Stilsicher und modern
traviata 0142

anthracite 0074

etain 0002

mandaly 0120

Versailles 0131

Filo 0132

tatami Brown 0135

tatami Grey 0136

Zeitlose Schönheit, stylisch elegant, nach dem Vorbild
0076
urban spruce 0217
alter
Gesteine geschaffen, die Orme
pure Freude
für das Auge,
ein dezenter Blickfang.

Timeless beauty, stylishly elegant, created on the model of
dark 0150
Cherry 0077
old
rocks, a pure joy to the eye,Bamboo
a discreet
eye-catcher.

timber 0214

teak 0009

acajou 0010

Beech 0011

Beech Light 0019

Wenge 0106

tilia tree 0220

Vintage 0218

seagrass Light 0137

maple 0038

Zinc 0146

travertin 0034

Woodstock 0207

made in austria
4

Xd Oberfläche | XD surface

Produktion aller topalit tischplatten im eigenen Werk in ampflwang/Oberösterreich |
Production of all Topalit tabletops in our own factory in Ampflwang/Upper Austria

Bruch- und schlagfest | Break-proof and shock-resistant

alle dekore standardmäßig mit der innovativen Xd Oberfläche |
All decors have our XD surface by standard

5

2 Jahre Garantie | 2 year warranty

unempfindlich gegen raueste Behandlung |

10

Fugenlose
Oberfläche
| Jointless surface
Insensitive to rough
handling

auf alle topalit tischplatten |
On all Topalit tabletops

8

innovation meets tradition

Gibt Witterungseinflüssen keine Chance |
Gives weather factors no chance

9

www.topalit.at

Topalit has been manufacturing high-quality and longlasting tabletops for 40 years.
Heat-resistant and rugged, they defy the weather; break-proof and shock-resistant, they show their strong side when things get
stein I stone for many years.
tough.
Our tabletops remain loyal and quiet companions
uni I uni
stein
I stone
holz
| wood
Black
Pinie Granit
0213 0069

Z-dark 0212

Z-Light 0211

Black sea 0210

maritimo Pine 0216

emeraude
Wenge
antik0015
0215

travertin0218
0034
Vintage

Onyx 0219
0052
oak

White
marmor
0070
Pure White
0406

Granit
0067
red 0403

Carthage
Black 0059
Orange 0402

marbres
de Genes 0097
Black 0407

Choose from our wide range of different decors, motifs and shapes. From classic to modern, single or multi-coloured, with or
without advertising message, individually customised to your requirements.
uni I uni

12

Stylish confident

confident
Stilsicher
und modern
Or simply design your dream tabletop yourself! It is our stated goalStylish
to continue
optimising our
proven
product in and
themodern
spirit of
Stilsicher und modern
and modern
Zeitlose Schönheit, stylisch elegant, nach dem Vorbild
Timeless beauty, stylishly elegant, created on the model of
research
and with a focus on ongoing improvement.
The
level
of aesthetics and aspiration
- that
is|fürdie
our
intention
and
uV-lichtbeständig
|nach
Resistant
to UV-light
Wetterfest
Weather-resistant
alter Gesteine geschaffen,
die
pure Freude
das
Auge,Lebensdauer
Pflegeleicht
| Easy Care
Zigarettenglut
| highest
Cigarette
old rocks, a pure
joy to
eye,long
a discreet
Hinweis
für
lange
| Tips
forthe
the
life eye-catcher.
Zeitlose Schönheit,
stylisch elegant,
dem embers
Vorbild
Timeless beauty, stylishly elegant, created on the model of
ein dezenter Blickfang.
alter Gesteine geschaffen, die pure Freude für das Auge,
old rocks, a pure joy to the eye, a discreet eye-catcher.
objective.
ein dezenter Blickfang.
14
13
stone 0103

Colorado 0102

neW tilia tree 0220

nevada 0116

Balota 0119

resistent
gegen
uV-strahlen
| |
Lässt topalit
tischplatten
kalt
High
UV-rays
Don´tresistance
influence to
Toplalit
tabletops

einfach sauber zu halten - für perfekte Hygiene |
Easy to keep clean - for perfect hygiene

16

H2O

Betören

Zinc 0146

Grizzly 0121

Klare, reine Far
Von Zitronengel
für jedermann.

ideal
fürtägliche
den einsatz
im Freien
|
Für
eine
reinigung
benutzen
sie Wasser und ein mildes reinigungsmittel. |
Idealwater
for outdoor
usedetergent for daily cleaning.
Use
and mild

15

Beguilingly
colourful
Betörendexclusively
bunt
In doing so, we pay full attention to protecting the environment. Our tabletops are manufactured
from
Austrian
timber,
Clear, pure colours, daring and lively. From lemon yellow
Klare, reine Farben, gewagt und spritzig.
which is grown in sustainable forests and can be disposed of in household waste. Browse through
the world of Topalit
on the
to fire red, pure joie-de-vivre for everyone.
Von Zitronengelb bis Feuerrot, pure Lebenslust
für jedermann.
pages that follow and familiarise yourself with the special advantages of our pr oducts, which have been tried and tested in 45
countries for many decades.
Zinc 0146

travertin 0034

tiliaZinc
tree0146
0220

travertin
Vintage
0218 0034

tilia tree 0220

Vintage 0218

Stone

Black Granit 0069
BlackPine
Granit0216
0069
maritimo

emeraude
Black
sea 02100015

travertin
Z-Light
0211 0034

Onyx0212
0052
Z-dark

Pinie 0213

Wenge antik 0215

Vintage 0218

oak 0219

neWColorado
tilia tree0102
0220

stone 0103

nevada 0116

PinieCarthage
0213 Black 0059

Orange
0402
Colorado
0102

Balota 0119

Grizzly 0121

uV-lichtbeständig
| Resistant to UV-light
Pflegeleicht
| Easy Care
12 14

Uni

emeraude 0015
Granit
0067
Wenge
antik
0215

red
0403
stone
0103

travertin 0034
White0218
marmor 0070
Vintage

Pure
White0116
0406
nevada

13

16

H2 O

Carthage Black 0059

Orange 0402

Black
0407
Balota
0119

Lime
0408
Grizzly
0121

Zinc 0146

Granit 0067

White marmor 0070

marbres de Genes 0097

red 0403

Pure White 0406

Black 0407

neW
ZincPurple
0146 0409

neW Cacao 0410

neW Petrol 0411

Lime 0408

Wetterfest | Weather-resistant

Hinweis für die lange Lebensdauer | Tips for the long life
13 15
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Zigarettenglut | Cigarette embers

Onyx 0052
oak marbres
0219 de Genes 0097

uV-lichtbeständig | Resistant to UV-light
Wetterfest | |Weather-resistant
Zigarettenglut
Cigarette embers
resistent gegen uV-strahlen |
High resistance to UV-rays
ideal
für den
einsatz im
Freien
|
Lässt
topalit
tischplatten
kalt
|
Ideal
for outdoor
use
Don´t
influence
Toplalit
tabletops

14

resistent
uV-strahlen
|
einfach
saubergegen
zu halten
- für perfekte
Hygiene |
resistance
EasyHigh
to keep
clean - to
forUV-rays
perfect hygiene

Lässt topalit tischplatten kalt |
Don´t influence Toplalit tabletops

Petrol 0411

Purple 0409

Wood

Purple 0409

16

H2 O

ideal für den einsatz im Freien |
Ideal for outdoor use
Für eine tägliche reinigung benutzen sie Wasser und ein mildes reinigungsmittel. |
Use water and mild detergent for daily cleaning.

Hinweis für die lange Lebensdauer | Tips for the long life

Hinweis für die lange Lebensdauer | Tips for the long life

Für eine tägliche reinigung benutzen sie Wasser und ein mildes reinigungsmittel. |
Use water and mild detergent for daily cleaning.

Bestimmte dekore und logotop sind für den einsatz in direktem sonnenlicht nur bedingt geeignet. |
Certain decors and logotop may not be suitable for use in direct sunlight.

15

17

Custom Cushions & Mattress
Comfort.

All-Weather.

Color.

Our cushions (and Covers) are the easiest way to update any area. Every piece is handtailored for fit and seating comfort. Made with the best materials such as Sunbrella fabrics
and authentic Quick Dry Foam, our cushions are all-weathers. Choose from a wide variety of
standard sizes as well as the option of any color, shape, size and choice of filling.

We supply a wide variety of ready-made cushions, covers and pillows that are designed for
function and ease of maintenance. We also offer the option of different types of piping and
fringes for custom-made cushions, covers and pillows so you can have them in color and style
uniquely yours.
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JOKJOR is a truly fun, practical, visually and ergonomically well- designed piece of furniture that is suitable for indoor or
outdoor use. JOKJOR can be used as a small table, a stool, a storage or a drinks cooler.
JOKJOR is available in three body colour: white, black or olive green and for the lid it comes in oak and a wide range of
coloured cushions, it can be adapted to any space, personal taste and usage

SPECIFICATIONS:
Material stool : LLDPE
Material cushion : CCC-Foam
Wood : FSC oak
Storage volume : 15L
Max. load : 200kg / 440 lbs
Size (DxH) : 350 x 450mm
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by hang-in-out

Available in optional colour configurations:

Cacoon is made of top grade fabrics, developed for the high demands of the marine and
camping industries. A mix of cotton and polyester help retain the soft feel of natural canvas
while achieving the longevity of a technical fabric.
Each Cacoon is treated for anti-mould, UV protection and water resistance. Wherever you take
your Cacoon, it'll withstand the elements; wind and rain, sun and sea. Its high quality natural
canvas and weather-proof colours will resist all you can throw their way.
Sizes:

Space needed
Headroom : 2.5m
Floor space
Ø1.8m
Weight limits
100kg

Space needed
Headroom : 2.5m
Floor space
Ø1.8m
Weight limits
200kg
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Space needed
Headroom : 2.55m
Floor space
Ø2.1m
Weight limits
200kg

LED Luminaries
Intelligence

.

Simplicity

.

Convenience

LED luminaries are cordless, giving you the freedom to place them and spread your favorite colors wherever
you like. With reliable LED technology, it is recharagable and come with an ergonomic remote control. 16 multi
colour options, make creating an ambience with unlimited possibilities.
Our Collections cover a variety of needs and uses, from a simple ball of light floating on water to the creation
of complex moods and scene settings for individuals and professionals (special events, hotels, restaurants).
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Caravita Patio Umbrella
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Patio Umbrella
Umbrella Fabric available
in optional colour configurations:

Khaki

Cream

Burgundy

Forrest Green

Our Patio Umbrellas are constructed of breathable UV protection material. This durable fabric
provides a cooler, more comfortable environment and is easy to clean. The umbrella provides abundant shade and variable
positioning for all day sun protection. These models designed with a smooth action crank and the cantilever lock mechanism
provides for easy operation and adjustment. Sunbralla fabric available.

LF-UM04 / UM05
300cm x 300cm /
250cm x 250cm, base 54kg

LF-UM13
300cm x 300cm
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·

Rotates 360°
Aluminum frame
Olefin Fabric
Commercial Grade

Foot pedal rotating device for 360° of shade.
Easy tilting
Aluminum frame
Strong heavy base- stone or plastic water base optional

LF-UM03
Ø300cm, base 50kg
LF-UM15
380cm x 380cm

· Aluminium frame
· Olefin Fabric
· Commercial Grade

·
·
·
·
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Draw back outer curtain
Aluminium frame
Olefin Fabric
Commercial Grade

Pergolas
Pratic f.lli Orioli spa
via A. Tonutti 80/90
33034 Fagagna (Udine) Italy
tel. +39.0432.638311
www.pratic.it
pratic@pratic.it

Pratic Pergola, offer outstanding protection from the sun, wind, rain and cold.
This sophisticated Italian made pergola has a flat SUN and WATERPROOF roof which turns your terrace into a useable outdoor
space.
With an easy remote controlled operating system and silent working of the blades you can continue your plans for relaxing or
entertaining outdoors whether you need shelter from rain or shade from the heat of the midday sun. Choose the wind and rain
sensor option for total peace of mind.
When closed, the blades form a waterproof roof in normal showers. A gutter system drains the rainwater away towards the
columns. These patented blades are designed in such a way that the water is drained off to the sides, even if the blades are
opened up immediately after a rain shower.
The sides can be fitted with a range of optional moveable wall elements; glass sliding doors, cedar sliding panels and many other
features all tailored to your space. Choose from any RAL to blend into your home and garden.
Add lighting, heating and a speaker system for total luxury.

WHY PRATIC?

• Eco-friendly, reduce the overheating of the building and of the glass walls protected by the bioclimatic pergolas
• Natural light and shade comfort: the 140° rotation opening of wings ensures the light and shade magnitude you look for
according to sun orientation
• Design: clean and sleek design structures, excellent for any architectural context
• Pratic’s quality: Made in Italy designing and manufacturing, strictly complying with the regulations and characteristics required
for an outdoor product
• Adaptability: perfect both for public and commercial spaces
• Remote Control: up to 42 functions for an easy control of wings, LEDs and RASO integrated closures
• Uniqueness and Safety: Opera, Vision and Raso have been totally designed by Pratic. 5 patents have been registered in
order to guarantee the uniqueness of the product.
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Misting Fan - Unique Italian design misting cooling fan

ALBA 90

180 cm

180cm x 46cm x 60cm
76kg

Equipped with
• Electric motorpump F60
• White painted wooden support base
• Fan with ring of 6 anti-drip fog nozzles
• Analogic timer, to set pause / work cycles
• 50L tank, 16 hr autonomy with time pause
10" / work 5"
Optionals
• Remote control that manages ON / OFF lights
and ON / OFF misting + fan
• Kit of 2 wooden stools
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AURORA

ATMOSFERA

240cm x Ø50cm
52kg

240cm x 46cm x 70cm
76kg

Equipped with
• Electric motorpump F25
• White painted wooden support base
• Fan with ring of 6 anti-drip fog nozzles
• 15L tank, 5 hr autonomy with time
pause 10" / work 5"
• Analogic timer, to set pause / work cycles

Equipped with
• Electric motorpump F40
• White painted wooden support base
• Fan with ring of 6 anti-drip fog nozzles
• Analogic timer, to set pause / work cycles
• 30L tank, 7 hr autonomy with time
pause 10" / work 5"
• Kit of wheels

Optionals
• Remote control that manages ON / OFF
lights and ON / OFF misting + fan
• LED lights kit (17W) 4000K, lumen 1400
- PC.KLTR
• Kit of 2 wooden stools
• Kit of 2 wheels - PC.KRTR
• Fan and base customizable with various
colours (on request)

Optionals
• Remote control that manages ON / OFF
lights and ON / OFF misting + fan
• LED lights kit (26W) 4000K, lumen 1140
- PC.KLND
• Kit of 2 wooden stools
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Gas BBQ's

LF-BQ-GM1-103+1
3 burner gas grill with side burner
126cm x 58cm x 109.5cm

LF-BQ-GM1-204+1
4 burner gas grill
4 BURNER
GAS
GRILL
with side
burner

available in 3, 4 and side burner options
126cm x 58cm x 109.5cm

LF-BQ-GM-8804-2
4 burner gas grill
with side burner

available in 3, 4 and side burner options
140.6cm x 59cm x 114cm

LF-BQ-GM1-101
2 burner gas grill

LF-BQ-GM1-203+1-GC1
3 burner gas grill with Charcoal burner

available in 2, 3 and side burner options
116cm x 58cm x 108.5cm

179cm x 58cm x 109.5cm
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Gas BBQ's available
in optional colour configurations:

Red

Black

LF-BPC3BSSEL
3 burner gas grill plancha
Optional Trolly Base
88cm x 48cm x 33cm

LF-BPC4BSSEL
4 burner gas grill plancha
Optional Trolly Base
120cm x 48cm x 33cm

LF-BQ-GM-8805D-2
5 burner gas grill with side burner

available in 4, 5 and side burner options
177.4cm x 59.5cm x 124cm

LF-BQ-KM-GM-1
4 burner gas grill with side burner
272.5cm x 58cm x 115.5cm
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Dark grey

Silver grey

Gas Firepit - Luxurious yet functional German designed firepit table w/o smoke

The Firepit tables are made of composite concrete, resistant to extreme heat and cold. It can
be left outside all year long. The unit is powered by a stainless steel gas-burner of 19.5 kW,
nicely camouflaged with optical logs and lava rocks.

Accessories

Wine Chiller

Griddle Plate

Glass Shield
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Gas Hose Protection

Available in different models (square, rectangle,
round and oval) and in different colors (black, Black
charcoal, taupe, white and teak) and sizes.

HC 131001
Round Table
61cm x 61cm x 42cm

HC 131005
Rectangular Table
107cm x 80cm x 46cm

Grey

Teak

White

HC 131008
Square Table (small)
60cm x 60cm x 40cm

HC 131003
Square Table
76cm x 76cm x 42cm

HC 131010
Teakwood Table (small)
76cm x 76cm x 42cm

HC 131012
Teakwood Table
107cm x 80cm x 46cm

All units include 4 pcs ceramic wood-like log set, 5.5 kg lava rocks and a PVC protection cover.
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Infrared Heater
APOLLO OUTDOOR HEATERS
An innovative Infra-Red Outdoor Heater designd for maximum
energy efficiency with a futuristic aesthetic.
Combining performance technology with respect for the
enviroment and constructed from die cast aluminium moulds;
the heat fro the Infra-Red lamp feels like the natural warming
rays of the sun.
·Available in 12 configurations and 10 finishes.2
·Standard output 1500W for areas of 10-15m
2
·Option of 1300W output for smaller spaces of 8-13m
·Powered by Electricity and fitted with moulded plug
·Designed with only corrosion and weather resistant materials
·IPX5 for use outdoors

MEDIUM
STEMED
SINGLE FLOOR
HEATER

MEDIUM
STEMED WALL
HEATER

SHORT
STEMED
DOUBLE FLOOR
HEATER

WALL
HEATER

DOUBLE
CEILING
HEATER
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Gas Heater

LF-HT05

Electric Heater

LF-HT07
LF-HT08

LF-HT03

· Size: 53 x 53 x 230cm
· Add the element of fashion
& ambience to the outdoor
· Adjustable heating
· Power : 13,000W
· Piezoelectric ignition
· Auto shut-off device
· Anti-tilt switch
· Stainless steel construction
· Flux : 950g/hr
· Uses LPG
***QUARTZ tube

· Size: 43 x 43 x 220cm
· Add the element of fashion
& ambience to the outdoor
· Adjustable heating
· Power : 13,000W
· Piezoelectric ignition
· Auto shut-off device
· Anti-tilt switch
· Stainless steel construction
· Flux : 950g/hr
· Uses LPG
***QUARTZ tube

· Size: 50 x 50 x 169cm
· IPX5 weatherproof design
· Far infrared for a pleasant
deep penetrating heat
· 1500W / 3000W
· Illuminated panel with 25 W
low-energy all round
lighting
· Auto switch off motion
Magnetic
remote control
·
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· Size: 80 x 80 x 213cm
· Water proof function w/
IP44 approval
· Offers both heat and light
Up
to 5000 hours lamp life
·
· 900W, 1200W, 2100W
· Power: 220-240V, 2100W
· High efficiency Halogen/
Quartz/ Carbon heating
element

outdoor outdoor
outdooo
Bio-Ethanol Fire Pit

Pyramid Commerce

The intelligent fire is the most advanced and safest option to bring the ambience of a natural
fire, to your home, restaurant or living area. It is a Polish design and the Bio-Ethanol Fire
inserts can be customised to fit any project, perfect for both commercial and residential use.
BIO FIRE PLACE WITH DECORATIVE TWIST
perfect for luxurious commercial areas

FIRE SET ON A CONCRETE BASE
easy way to decorate an outdoor area

Bubble Comm

ramid Commerce

perfect finish for your garden

eplace with decorative twist

have a place to gather around

ct for luxurious commercial areas
TECHNICAL DATA:
Capacity: 1,5 L
Burning time: 3 - 7* h
Heat output: 2,5 kW / 8547 BTU
Fire
Net weight: 48
kg Line
/ 106Outdoor
lbs
Air circulation: min. 1/h
Finish:
Casing : concrete, glass tube
Burner : stainless steel

oor

outdoor

ZEN Garden

PERFECT FINISH FOR YOUR GARDEN
DIMENSIONS:
have a place to gather around

ES:

ke

LONG LINE OF FIRE DESIGNED TO BE LUXURIOUS
outdoor fire place

FEATURES:

Fire Line Outdoor

MENSIONS:

ney required

TECHNICAL DATA:

connection

long
line of fi
re designed
to be luxurious
Capacity:
1,5
L

ut: 2,5 kW / 8547 BTU

: 18 kg / 40 lbs

ion: min. 1/h
DIMENSIONS:

oom size:
ft3 (20 m2 / 215 ft2 with a height of 2.6 m / 8.53 ft)

360 mm
14 3/16"

epends on the amount of fuel poured in



No chimney required



No hard connection



Eco-fuel



Outdoor use



Portable

DIMENSIONS:

1000 mm
39 6/16"

Capacity: 15 L / [UK] 3,30 gal / [US] 3,96 gal

Net weight: 15 kg / 33 lbs
Finish:
TOP: brushed stainless steel,
CASING: stainless steel

OUTDOOR INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS:

No hard connection



Eco-fuel

Capacity: 1,5 L / [US] 0,39 gal / [UK] 0,33 gal
200 mm

"
Burning time: 37 -/ 7*
h
14 16

Air circulation:180min.
mm 1/h
7 1/16"

Net weight: 20 kg / 44 lbs
Minimum room size:
52 m3 / 1836 ft3 (20 m2 / 215 ft2 with a height of 2.6 m / 8.53 ft)

Burning time: ~ 4 h
Heat output: 21 kW / 71673 BTU

5 mm
Ø 92 6 7 /16"
Ø3

No chimney required



Heat output: 2,5 kW / 8547 BTU

TECHNICAL DATA:

OUTDOOR INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS:
410 mm
16 1/8"
000 mm
n. 39 3/8 "

No ash

980 mm
38 9/16"

611 mm
24 1/16"

glass polyester laminate white gloss (RAL 9010), glass tube,
nless steel



No ash



3 mm
4 / 32"

5 L / [US] 0,39 gal / [UK] 0,33 gal

No smoke



 Indoor use
TECHNICAL DATA:
 Outdoor
Capacity:
15 use
L
Burning
time:
 Certifi
ed ~ 4 h
Heat output:
Portable 21 kW / 71673 BTU
Net weight: 15 kg / 33 lbs
Finish:
Top: brushed stainless steel,
Casing:
stainlessDATA:
steel
TECHNICAL

850 mm
33 1/2"
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400 mm
15 3/4"

510 mm
20 1/16"

CAL DATA:

772 mm
30 3/8"

use

130 mm
5 1/8"

ce



1590 mm
62 5/8"

outdoor
ﬁreplace
Burning
time: 3 - 7* h
Heat output: 2,5 kW / 8547 BTU
Air circulation: min. 1/h
Net weight: 20 kg / 44 lbs
Minimum room size:
52 m / 1836 ft (20 m / 215 ft with
a height of 2.6 m / 8.53 ft)
Finish:
Casing: fibreglass polyester
laminate white gloss (RAL 9003),
glass tube
FEATURES:
Burner
No smoke
: stainless steel

se

me: 3 - 7* h

TECHNICAL DATA:
Capacity: 1,5 L
Burning time: 3 - 7* h
Heat output: 2,5 kW / 8547 BTU
Net weight: 18 kg / 40 lbs
Air circulation: min. 1/h
Finish:
Casing: fibreglass polyester laminate
white gloss (RAL 9010), glass tube,
Burner : stainless steel

Finish:
CASING: fibreglass polyester laminate white gloss (RAL 9003), glass tube,
BURNER: stainless steel
* burning time depends on the amount of fuel poured in

